Uniform Policy

Students in Prep
A separate PREP uniform is to be worn to ensure easy identification for the Prep children on the
school campus. As well, the colourful sun safe polo signifies the play based nature of the PREP
curriculum.
Both boys and girls have a choice of a Prep Coloured T-shirt in red, green or blue. Shorts or skirts in
navy blue are worn with the polo shirt. Runners and socks are to be worn with the uniform.

Years One to Six
GIRLS

BOYS

Checked Dress
Navy blue Culottes / skirt
Checked blouse
Black runner
White, light blue or navy socks
Dark Blue Legionaries or 7 cm
broadbrim/bucket hat.

Checked shirt
Navy blue long legged stubbies,
cargo shorts or rugger
Black runner
White, light blue or navy socks
Dark Blue Legionaries or 7 cm
broadbrim/bucket hat.

Navy blue Culottes / skirt or Sport
mesh shorts
Sports T shirt
Black runner or sport shoe with
school colours of white, blue only
White, light blue or navy socks
Dark Blue Legionaries or
broadbrim hat/bucket hat.

Navy blue long legged stubbies,
cargo shorts, rugger or Sport mesh
shorts
Sport T shirt
Black runner or sport shoe with
school colours of white, blue only
White, light blue or navy socks
Dark Blue Legionaries or
broadbrim hat/bucket hat.

DRESS UNIFORM

SPORTS UNIFORM

WINTER UNIFORM
Navy blue tracksuit
Black runner or sport shoe with school colours of white, blue only
White, light blue or navy socks
Legionaries, surf or broadbrim/bucket hat
YEAR SIX

Year Six Students will have the option of wearing a senior shirt which is be
specially printed at the beginning of each year with the children’s names
and year .

SWIMMING

A rash shirt MUST be worn for all outside water activities
A swimming cap is compulsory wearing as well.

Jewellery
Sleepers or studs in the ear only can be worn. Other piercings will need to be removed for
school. Fancy earrings or dangly earrings are not to be worn due to safety concerns,
eliminating distraction of competition in dress and fashion at school;
A watch can be worn
Non-compliant jewellery shall be requested to be removed.
No other items of jewellery can be worn unless the item is worn for health reasons e.g.
medical alert or religious belief
Rings and necklaces are not to be worn and shall be requested to be removed.
Hair
Hair longer than the shoulders must be tied back with hair accessories limited to the colour
of the uniform
Fringe should be pinned back to keep clear of eyes
Colouring of hair is not encouraged. Where hair is coloured then this must be within
shades of natural hair colour.
NOTE:
a) Netball skirts are NOT to be worn
b) Bike pants are NOT to be worn.
c) Children will only be able to play outdoors if they are wearing a broad brimmed hat or a
legionnaire’s hat.
d) Students wearing fake tattoos, nail polish and make –up will be requested to remove them.
e) If a students has a permanent tattoo, it must be covered.

Casual Dress Days
Casual Dress Days are organised once a term by the Student Council or P & C for fund raising.
Extra days may be organised for specific charities.
The code of dress for a casual dress day is:
choice of clothes must cover as much of the body as the school uniform;
no midriff tops, exposing bellies;
no hipster jeans that come so low that the bottom cleavage is exposed when
standing or sitting;
all tops must have a sleeve - no singlets or strapless tops;
no low tops exposing cleavage or more chest than the school uniform;
full shoes only - no thongs or scuffs;
broad brim hat, legionnaire hat or surf hat only during play time. If a cap is worn as
part of an outfit, the broad brim hat, surf hat or legionaries hat must be worn with it
in all areas except under the covered way;
no item of clothing or jewellery to depict drugs;
no item of clothing or jewellery to depict obscene, offensive, sexually explicit,
demeaning or discriminatory images or language.
Should a student wear an item that does not comply with the above, parents will be contacted and
requested to provide more appropriate clothing. If this is not possible the student will be requested to
wear clothes that may be available in the school or to have restricted movement in the school if their
attire is offensive.
This policy has been taken from our Student Handbook
and is up-to-date as of November 2018.

